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MEDIATE YOUR LIFE 

INTENSITY EXERCISE 

 

LEVEL 1A: PRACTICING WITHOUT CONTENT  

1. The receiving partner performs the Self-Connection Process, then asks the 

delivery partner to present the trigger.   

2. The deliverer says a neutral phrase, such as “Water is wet” or “Snow is white” 

in a conversational tone, pauses, then repeats it, gradually increasing the 

volume, intensity, and aggression level of the words, amping it up slowly.   

3. As soon as the receiver notices their body reacting to the intensity level, they 

raise their hand as a nonverbal way to ask their partner to stop delivering the 

trigger.   

4. The receiver then physically moves into the mediator chair and performs the 

Self-Connection Process out loud until they feel calm, physically relaxed, and 

no longer in a fight-flight-freeze reaction mode.   

5. The receiver moves back into the receiving chair and asks the delivery partner 

to begin again.   

6. The deliverer starts by saying the same words as before at a lower intensity 

level than what triggered their partner, and again incrementally amps it up in 

intensity.   

7. Repeat steps 3–6 until the receiver has practiced to the degree they desire or 

notices not being triggered anymore, no matter how intense the delivery.  

8. Share with each other what came up for you.  

LEVEL 1B: PRACTICING WITH CONTENT  

1. The receiver tells their partner what words they want to use for the practice, 

giving instruction on how to weave them together with specific tone, volume, 

or body language. For example, if the words are from another person and 
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often come with a particular gesture and tone of voice, the delivery partner can 

incorporate that gesture and tone along with saying the words.   

2. The receiver performs the Self-Connection Process, then asks the delivery 

partner to begin.   

3. The deliverer begins presenting the trigger at a low level of intensity, gradually 

increasing.   

4. As soon as the receiver notices their body reacting, they raise their hand as a 

nonverbal way to ask their partner to stop delivering the trigger.   

5. The receiver physically moves into the mediator chair and performs the Self-

Connection Process until they feel calm, physically relaxed, and no longer in a 

fight-flight-freeze reaction mode. When they have choice about how to 

respond, they are ready to continue.   

6. The receiver moves back into the receiving chair and asks the delivery partner 

to begin again.   

7. The deliverer presents the same trigger as before, starting at a lower intensity 

level than what triggered their partner, and again incrementally amps it up in 

intensity.   

8. Repeat steps 4–7 until the receiver has practiced to the degree they desire or 

notices not being triggered anymore, no matter how intense the delivery.   

9. Share with each other what came up for you.   

LEVEL 2: RESPONDING TO A FIRST TRIGGER  

1. The receiver tells their partner what words they want to use for the practice, 

giving instruction on how to weave them together with specific tone, volume, 

or body language.   

2. The receiver performs the Self-Connection Process, then asks the delivery 

partner to begin.   

3. The deliverer begins presenting the trigger at a low level of intensity, gradually 

increasing.   
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4. As soon as the receiver notices their body reacting, they raise their hand as a 

nonverbal way to ask their partner to stop delivering the trigger.   

5. The receiver physically moves into the mediator chair and performs the Self-

Connection Process until they feel calm, physically relaxed, and no longer in a 

fight-flight-freeze reaction mode. When they feel they have choice about how 

to respond, they are ready to continue.   

6. The receiver says out loud (still sitting in the mediator chair) how they want to 

respond to this person now, choosing between empathy or self-expression.   

7. The receiver moves back into the receiving chair, responds accordingly, and 

asks the delivery partner to begin again.   

8. The deliverer then presents the same trigger as before, starting at a lower 

intensity level than what triggered their partner, and again incrementally amps 

it up in intensity.  

9. Repeat steps 4–8 until the receiver has practiced to the degree they desire or 

notices not being triggered anymore, no matter how intense the delivery.  

10. Share with each other what came up for you.  

LEVEL 3: RESPONDING TO A SECOND TRIGGER  

1. The receiver tells their partner what words they want to use for the practice, 

giving instruction on how to weave them together with specific tone, volume, 

or body language.   

2. The receiver performs the Self-Connection Process, then asks the delivery 

partner to begin.   

3. The deliverer presents the trigger at a low level of intensity, gradually 

increasing.   

4. As soon as the receiver notices their body reacting, they raise their hand as a 

nonverbal way to ask their partner to stop delivering the trigger.   

5. The receiver physically moves into the mediator chair and performs the Self-

Connection Process until they feel calm, physically relaxed, and no longer in a 
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fight-flight-freeze reaction mode. When they feel they have choice about how 

to respond, they are ready to continue.   

6. The receiver says out loud (still sitting in the mediator chair) how they want to 

respond to this person, choosing between empathy or self-expression.   

7. The receiver moves back into the receiving chair and responds accordingly.   

8. The deliverer presents another trigger by reacting to the choice, saying 

something that would be hard for the receiving partner to hear.   

9. The receiver physically moves again into the mediator chair and performs the 

Self-Connection Process until they feel calm, physically relaxed, and no longer 

in a fight- flight-freeze reaction mode. When they feel they have choice about 

how to respond, they are ready to continue.   

10. The receiver says out loud (still sitting in the mediator chair) how they want to 

respond to this person now, choosing between empathy or self-expression.   

11. The receiver moves back into the receiving chair, responds accordingly, and 

asks the delivery partner to begin again.   

12. The deliverer presents the same trigger as before, starting at a lower intensity 

than what triggered their partner, and incrementally amps it up.   

13. Repeat steps 4–12 until the receiver has practiced to the degree they desire or 

notices not being triggered anymore, no matter how intense the delivery.   

14. Share with each other what came up for you.   

 

In Levels 2 and 3, after making a choice and moving back into the Self chair:  

1. For empathy with the other, remember the four elements of empathy—

presence, silent empathy, understanding, and need language.  

a. If you’d like, you can use the empathy template:  

i. “Are you ____ [FEELINGS] because you want ____ [NEEDS]?”  

2. For self-expression, first connect with the needs you want to express, then let 

your words flow naturally, owning your observations and thoughts as your 
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own, from your subjective frame of reference, and connecting your thoughts, 

feelings, and what you would like from this person back to your needs. Also, 

try to speak from presence with the other person while you talk.  

a. If you’d like, you can use the expression template:  

i. “When I see/hear you _____ [OBSERVATION], I feel ______ 

[FEELINGS], because I want _____ [NEEDS].   

ii. Would you ______? [CONNECTION REQUEST: e.g., “How 

do you feel hearing this?” and “Would you tell me what you’re 

hearing me say?”]   

	  


